FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Radiall pushes innovation with SMP-MAX Evolution
September 2014 - Radiall, a global leader in design, development and manufacturing of innovative
interconnect solutions, offers SMP-MAX users the benefit of reducing cost without compromising
performance. SMP-MAX Evolution is the newest addition to the SMP-MAX series and features a broad
range of solutions for board-to-board connectors with larger misalignment.
The innovative technology of the adapter bullet in SMP-MAX Evolution provides an excellent cost to
performance ration among board-to-board connector solutions. This design offers a composite catcher’s
mitt with less gold plating and an expanded axial misalignment from +/-1mm to +/-1.2mm without
compromising performance.
Fully compatible with SMP-MAX, this solution provides more flexibility in part number selection, and
enables installers to reduce cost without compromising performance.
The performance features of SMP-MAX Evolution include:
• Up to 2.4mm board-to-board axial misalignment
• Radial misalignment: 3˚ minimum tilt
• Power: up to 300 Watts
• Robust bullet with larger diameter
• Expanded pour-in range to secure blind mating
• High quality with automated video quality control
SMP-MAX Evolution is the perfect option for new generation telecom equipment.
For further information on Radiall’s SMP-MAX Evolution, please contact a Radiall sales representative,
Distributor or visit www.radiall.com
###
About Radiall
Radiall is a global manufacturer of leading-edge interconnect solutions. The company offers an extensive
range of RF coaxial connectors and cable assemblies, coaxial switches, fiber optic and microwave
components, multipin connectors and more. Radiall has sales offices and subsidiaries throughout the
world, R&D in the U.S., Europe and China, along with manufacturing facilities strategically located in the
U.S., Mexico, India, and China.
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